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2. This question involves reasoning about the code from the Large Integer Case Study. A copy of the code is provided as part of this exam.

(a) Write the new BigInt public member function IsOdd, as started below. IsOdd should return true if the BigInt is odd; otherwise, it should return false.

You may NOT assume that the $\%$ or $\neq$ operators have been defined for the BigInt class.

Complete function IsOdd below.

```cpp
bool BigInt::IsOdd() const
{// postcondition: returns true if this BigInt is odd;
    // otherwise, returns false

    return (GetDigit(0) % 2) == 1;

    // the == 1 isn't really necessary, but it's clearer.
```
(b) Write the free function Power, as started below. Power returns the value of base to the exp power, that is base\textsuperscript{exp}, where exp \geq 0. For example, the call Power(3, 5) returns 243, which is 3\textsuperscript{5}.

You must use the following algorithm.

Initialize a variable, product, to be 1.
While exp is not zero do the following:
  if exp is odd, product is set to product times the base
  square the base
  divide exp by two
When done, product contains the result.

Assume that a new member function, DivBy2, has been defined for the BigInt class, as specified below. DivBy2 divides this BigInt by 2 (using integer division). (You do not need to write the body of DivBy2.)

```
void BigInt::DivBy2(); // this BigInt is divided by 2
```

In writing Power, you may use the BigInt public member function DivBy2 specified above and you may use the BigInt public member function IsOdd specified in part (a). Assume that IsOdd works as specified, regardless of what you wrote in part (a).

Complete function Power below.

```
BigInt Power(const BigInt & base, const BigInt & exp)
// precondition: base > 0 and exp \geq 0
// postcondition: returns the value of base to the exp
{
    BigInt product(1);
    BigInt tbase(base);
    BigInt texp(exp);
    while (texp != 0)
    {
        if (texp.Isodd())
        {
            product *= tbase;
            tbase *= tbase;
            texp.DivBy2();
        }
        texp /= 2;
    }
    return product;
}
```

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
2. This question involves reasoning about the code from the Large Integer Case Study. A copy of the code is provided as part of this exam.

(a) Write the new `BigInt` public member function `IsOdd`, as started below. `IsOdd` should return true if the `BigInt` is odd; otherwise, it should return false.

You may NOT assume that the `%` or `==` operators have been defined for the `BigInt` class.

Complete function `IsOdd` below.

```cpp
bool BigInt::IsOdd() const
// postcondition: returns true if this BigInt is odd; otherwise, returns false
{
    int n;
    n = GetDigit(0);
    if (n == 1 || n == 3 || n == 5 || n == 7 || n == 9)
        return true;
    else
        return false;
}
```
(b) Write the free function Power, as started below. Power returns the value of base to the exp power, that is base
to, where exp ≥ 0. For example, the call Power(3, 5) returns 243, which is 3³.

You must use the following algorithm.

Initialize a variable, product, to be 1.
While exp is not zero do the following:
    if exp is odd, product is set to product times the base
        square the base
    divide exp by two
When done, product contains the result.

Assume that a new member function, DivBy2, has been defined for the BigInt class, as specified
below. DivBy2 divides this BigInt by 2 (using integer division). (You do not need to write the
body of DivBy2.)

    void BigInt::DivBy2(); // this BigInt is divided by 2

In writing Power, you may use the BigInt public member function DivBy2 specified above and
you may use the BigInt public member function IsOdd specified in part (a). Assume that IsOdd
works as specified, regardless of what you wrote in part (a).

Complete function Power below.

BigInt Power(const BigInt &base, const BigInt &exp)
    // precondition: base > 0 and exp ≥ 0
    // postcondition: returns the value of base to the exp

    int product = 1, k;
    while (exp != 0)
        if (exp.IsOdd())
            product = product * base;
            base *= base;
            exp.DivBy2();
        else // if the exp is even
            for (k=0; k < exp; k++)
                base *= base;
            product = base;
            exp = 0;

    return product;
2. This question involves reasoning about the code from the Large Integer Case Study. A copy of the code is provided as part of this exam.

(a) Write the new BigInt public member function IsOdd, as started below. IsOdd should return true if the BigInt is odd; otherwise, it should return false.

You may NOT assume that the \% or %= operators have been defined for the BigInt class.

Complete function IsOdd below.

```cpp
bool BigInt::IsOdd() const
// precondition: returns true if this BigInt is odd;
// otherwise, returns false
{
    if (BigInt/2 == 0)
        return false;
    else
        return true;
}
```
(b) Write the free function Power, as started below. Power returns the value of base to the exp power, that is base\(^{exp}\), where exp \(\geq 0\). For example, the call Power(3, 5) returns 243, which is \(3^5\).

You must use the following algorithm.

Initialize a variable, product, to be 1.
While exp is not zero do the following:
  if exp is odd, product is set to product times the base
  square the base
  divide exp by two
When done, product contains the result.

Assume that a new member function, DivBy2, has been defined for the BigInt class, as specified below. DivBy2 divides this BigInt by 2 (using integer division). (You do not need to write the body of DivBy2.)

```cpp
void BigInt::DivBy2(); // this BigInt is divided by 2
```

In writing Power, you may use the BigInt public member function DivBy2 specified above and you may use the BigInt public member function IsOdd specified in part (a). Assume that IsOdd works as specified, regardless of what you wrote in part (a).

Complete function Power below.

```cpp
BigInt Power(const BigInt & base, const BigInt & exp)
// precondition: base > 0 and exp \(\geq 0\)
// postcondition: returns the value of base to the exp
```

```cpp
int product = 1;
while (exp \(\neq 0\))
  if (IsOdd == "true")
    product *= base;
  base *= base;
  exp /= 2;

return product;
```